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Abstract
This paper discusses stress pattern in Central Najdi Arabic (CN), a dialect spoken in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The
purpose is to determine where stress goes in this dialect, and to underline the correct ranking of constraints
within the frame of Optimality Theory (OT). Final consonants in Najdi are assigned to the prosodic word,
rendering heavy syllables CVC, CVVC, and CVCC to light CV, heavy CVV, and CVC respectively. Stress is
found to fall on rightmost heavy syllables. If no heavy syllables are found, stress goes on the first light. Data
show that the hierarchy of constraints in CN is: Culminativity, FtBIN, Trochaee, NoClash, Depµ > SWP >
Extrametricality > Rightmost > WSP > AllFtLEFT, Parse-σ.
Keywords: extrametricality, Najdi Arabic, stress assignment, stress in Arabic, optimality theory
1. Introduction
The focus of this paper is on Najdi, a dialect spoken in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. There are different varieties of
Najdi depending on the region where it is spoken. They are: North Najdi, Central Najdi, and South Najdi.
Central Najdi (CN) spoken by Subaiee Najdi people residing in Riyadh is the focus of this paper. In specific, the
paper reviews the syllabification system that is found in CN and shows how it is different from other dialects. It
discusses the stress pattern of CN and determines the correct ranking of constraints within the frame of
Optimality Theory (OT). By doing so, this paper aims to fill a gap within the study of Arabic Phonology.
The organization starts with a review of previous work on stress in Arabic. Section three presents the language
inventory of CN, for both consonants and vowels. In section four, the syllable structure of CN is presented with
examples. Section five, discusses stress in CN and shows the correct ranking of OT constraints in the dialect.
Finally, section six summarizes and concludes.
2. Literature Review
The concept of ‘Stress’ is still unsolved. There is no clear definition of stress; however, many linguists have tried
to explain it in terms of pitch, duration, and loudness.
In an attempt to find out which of these three features could be used to determine stress, Fry (1955, 1958)
developed an experimental paradigm. He manipulated some physical parameters (loudness, pitch, and duration)
keeping segments the same, and asked his subjects to determine where stress goes each time a word is played.
Results showed that pitch and duration were the main perceptual signs of stress compared to loudness.
Hoven (2004) discusses the properties that stressed vs. unstressed vowels have. He found that vowels of stressed
syllables are usually identified as being longer and articulated more precisely than vowels in unstressed syllables.
Similarly, Hulst (2010) explains that to some degree, all segments have special properties, such as: duration,
spectral tilt, preciseness of articulation, and pitch. He elaborates that stressed vowels have such properties to the
greatest degree whereas stressless vowels have them to a lesser degree. In fact, not only vowels have properties,
there are also phonetic properties for consonants, such as: articulatory precision, longer duration, aspiration,
affrication, etc.
Other linguists investigated the purpose and functions of stress. Onishi (1942) as cited in (Hasegawa, 1995)
tackles this issue in his study. He argues that stress is used to either express different word meanings, or to make
some parts of a word more prominent.
Most of the worlds’ languages have stress, and Arabic is of no exception in this regard. Many varieties of Arabic
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allow syllables to have only two moras where the first mora is stronger than the other. This is what McCarthy
and Prince (1990) refer to as ‘Moraic Trochee’.
Another feature of Arabic is related to ‘Extrametricality’, that was first introduced by Liberman and Prince
(1977). Extrametricality plays an important role in the syllabification system of Arabic. Syllables are marked
extrametrical if they are ignored, and stress rules do not apply on them. Kiparsky (2003) also tackles this issue in
his paper. He recalls the Prosodic Licensing Principle, suggested by Ito (1986, 1989), that every segment must be
attached to a higher prosodic constituent. Kiparsky explains that ‘floating’ segments in Arabic, which are left out
of the syllable and unsyllabified, are called ‘semisyllables’, and they are licensed to the prosodic word not to the
syllable in which they occur. This is applicable to complex margins (onsets and codas), and trimoraic trochees
including super heavy syllables CVCC and CVVC in what he calls the C-dialects of Arabic. Moreover, medial
consonants in CCC clusters are also classified as semisyllables. Najdi has been found to belong to the class of
C-dialects because it shares the characteristics of C-dialects including, but not limited to, having initial clusters,
and allowing medial -CCC- clusters (Algizzi, 2006) (For more information on the three different groups of
C-dialects in general, and Najdi as a C-dialect in particular, See Alhammad, 2018, p. 12, 16).
In many languages, it is usually the final syllable that is marked extrametrical, for example, in Pintupi (Hansen,
1978). Interestingly, there are languages that allow heavy syllable CVC to be stressed word-medial but not
word-finally, as found in Cairene dialect of Arabic where final Consonants are extrametrical (McCarthy &
Prince, 1990).
Hayes (1979; 1995) explains that the reason for having such cases in Arabic is that consonants in final positions
are ignored causing heavy CVC to be monomoraic light CV while nonfinal CVC and CVCC structures are
biomoraic. Final CVCC and CVV are counted as heavy syllables because in CVCC, only the final C is ignored
while in CVV, extrametricality affects consonants only, not vowels. Hung (1993) also asserts that in all Arabic
dialects, CVC is counted as heavy wherever they occur in a sentence, but word-finally.
3. Language Inventory
3.1 Consonants
Najdi has twenty-eight consonants, as shown in Table 1 below.

Plosives

b

Pharyngealized
Nasal
Fricative

m

Pharyngealized
Tap
Lateral
Approximant

f

θ
ð
ðˤ

k
g

t
d
tˤ
n
s
z
sˤ
ɾ
l

ʃ

w

q

χ
ʁ

j

Glottal

Pharyngeal

Uvular

Velar

Palatal

Post-alveolar

Alveolar

Dental

Labiodental

Bilabial

Table 1. Central Najdi consonantal chart

ʔ

ħ
ʕ

h

w

3.2 Vowels
There are seven vowels in CN: /a/, /i/ and /u/ with their long counterparts /a:/, /i:/, and /u:/, respectively, and the
high front vowel /ɪ/. Diphthongs are also found in Najdi: the vowel /a/ + glides (/aw/) as in /dawrah/ ‘cycle’, and
(/aj/) as in /kajf/ ‘how’. Watson (2007) explains that diphthongs are not represented in Arabic as diphthongal
units linked to two moras /aɪ/ and /au/, instead they are represented as /a/ + glides (w,j). She claims that
diphthongs in Arabic are treated as two adjacent melodic units linked to adjacent moras. As a result, the word
/kajf/ is treated as follows (where the last consonant is extrametrical in final position:
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‘How’
4. Syllablee Structure in
n CN
4.1 Consonnant Clusters
Before disscussing the poossible syllablee structures in CN, let us revview some feattures that affecct its syllabification
system. Alll examples prrovided here annd in the folloowing section are gathered bby the author, a native speak
ker of
CN. Unlikke standard Araabic and manyy other Arabic dialects, CN aallows consonaant clusters. Inn most cases, initial
clusters CC- occur in CN
C due to the deletion of voowels that usuually appear inn careful speecch, rendering CVC
syllables too CC. Consideer the followinng examples:
(2)

(+V)

(-V)

a. [kɪɪtabt]

>

[ktabt]

‘I wrote’’

b. [raaħalt]

>

[rħalt]

‘I left’

c. [m
masaħt]

>

[msaħt]

‘I deletedd’

This featuure makes Najjdi a unique ddialect compaared to other vvarieties of A
Arabic (Aboudd, 1979). Later on,
Ingham (1994), Alghizzi (2006), and A
Alezetes (20077) support whaat Aboud claim
ms about the ooccurrence of initial
consonant clusters in Najdi. In fact, K
Kiprasky (20003) concludes that dialects thhat allow sem
misyllables to occur
o
must have what is know
wn as super heaavy syllables, w
with either onsset or coda cluuster, or both. He describes super
s
heavy syllables as regulaar syllables with adjoined sem
misyllables.
It is worthh mentioning that
t
the occurrrence of such cluster is unreestricted in resspect to the Soonority Sequen
ncing
Principle ((SSP) introduced by Clemeents (1990). C
Clements claim
ms that sonoritty must ascennd upward tow
wards
vowels (peeaks) and desccend towards syllable bounddaries. In casee of onset clussters, the first consonant mu
ust be
less sonorous than the second,
s
whichh is closer to tthe vowel. Cleements classifiies vowels as the most sono
orous
segments, followed by glides,
g
and theen liquids. Friccatives are ideentified as beinng the least soonorous after stops.
s
Nasals aree somewhere in the middle aas they are lesss sonorous than liquids andd glides, and m
more sonorous than
stops and ffricatives.
Onset clussters in CN doo not seem to abide by the S
SSP principle. There are woords where thee first consona
ant of
CC- clusteer is more sonoorous than the second, as in //rbaħ/ ‘he wonn’, /lba:n/ ‘gum
m’. The reversee also holds tru
ue for
onset clustters as in /bra:ħħtɪk/ ‘it’s up too you’, and /blaʕ/ ‘he swallow
wed’.
Coda clusters, up to two consonants, are also allow
wed in CN. H
However, unlikke onset clusteers, there are some
restrictions for their occcurrence. In hiss study, Alghiizzi (2006) claaims that coda clusters in Naajdi do not occ
cur if
one of theese sonorants (r,
( l, n, w) com
mes as the secoond consonantt in a cluster, aas in */gabl/ ‘before’ and *//ħɪbr/
‘ink’, but coda clusters are possible w
when these sonnorants start thhe cluster as inn /ħarb/ ‘war’ and /galb/ ‘heart’.
This supports the claim
m of Haddad ((1984) about having coda cclusters in Arrabic. He expllains that for coda
clusters too occur in Araabic, the first consonant muust be more soonorous than the second. Itt is clear that coda
clusters inn Najdi respectt the SSP scalee suggested byy Clement (19990) where connsonants ascennd upward tow
wards
vowels andd descend tow
wards the syllabble boundary.
Not only cclusters of onsset CC- and cooda -CC are foound in CN. Innterestingly, thhree consonantt clusters in medial
m
position -C
CCC- are also possible, w
which makes C
CN belong too the C-dialecct category (See Algizzi, 2006).
However, their occurrennce is restrictedd to word-meddial only wheree the first syllaable of each w
word below is CVC,
C
and the meedial consonannt in -CCC- is a part of the oonset cluster oof the following syllable CCV
VC. Here are some
examples:
(3)

a. jɪfthu:n

‘they are opening’

b. jɪktbu:n

‘they are writing’

c. jɪxtmu:n

‘they aare finishing’
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Kiprasky ((2003) suggestts that such connsonants are semisyllables aand are assigneed to the prosodic word. Con
nsider
the following example:

‘they are oppening’
wels are of anoother case. Desspite what manny linguists arrgue that wordds with initial vvowels do not exist
Initial-vow
in Arabic (Gadoua, 20000; McCarthy, 2005; Haddadd, 2005), they are accepted iin the syllable structure of Najdi.
N
Such wordds appear in thhe imperative form of certaiin verbs, such as the past foorm of the verrb /ʃrab/ ‘he drrank’
becomes //ɪʃrab/ ‘drink’. Another casee is found in ssome nouns liike, /ɪħtɪja:tˤ/ ‘‘just in case’. However, in most
cases, theyy are a result of
o a prosthesiss process that occurs when there is an onset cluster as shown in the word
/ħmar/ > //ɪħmar/ ‘donkeey’. Alghamizz (2013) investtigates the occcurrence of coonsonant-clusteer in Najdi dia
alect.
He claims that sometim
mes speakers reesort to prosthhesis as a repaiir tool to avoiid having conssonant cluster even
though cluusters are accepptable in their dialect. He stuudies ten Najdii speakers, andd results show that the percen
ntage
of prostheesis in the speeech of his speakers increassed from 20%
% to 80% whenn producing w
words, like /ɪħ
ħmar/
‘donkey’ aand /uðnu:b/ ‘ssins’, individuaally compared to producing tthem in a fluennt speech.
4.2 Syllabiification
Heavy sylllables in Arabic in general, aand in CN in pparticular are eeither closed bby a consonantt CVC, or conttain a
long voweel CVV. Openn syllables wiith short voweels are recognnized as light CV. In case of final conso
onant
clusters CV
VCC, the finaal consonant iss left unsyllabbified and licennsed to the prrosodic word. This explains why
final CVC
C in CN counts as light, not hheavy.
The minim
mal possible syyllable structurre in Central N
Najdi is monom
moraic:

The maxim
mal possible syyllable structurre is bimoraic.

Word-finaal CVC syllable structure iss considered liight as the finnal consonant is ignored. T
Thus, CVC sylllable
structure oonly receives stress when itt occurs word--medial or woord-initial, butt not word-finally. Hayes (1
1995)
explains thhat the reason why sometimees CVC syllabble structure loses stress wordd-finally and aattracts it elsew
where
is that finaal consonants in
i some languages, including Arabic, counnt as invisible.. Thus, word-ffinal CVC in CN
C is
recognizedd as monomoraic instead of bimoraic, as sshown in the fo
following exam
mple where thee final consona
ant is
licensed too the prosodic word and not aas a part of thee syllable:
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‘he knew’
Similarly, in final CVC
CC and CVV
VC syllable strructures, finall consonants are always exxtrametrical which
w
supports thhe claim that thhe maximal poossible syllablee structure in C
CN is bimoraicc:

This show
ws why coda cllusters in CN are only allow
wed up to two consonants, w
while the final one is ignored
d, the
other is treeated as the coda of the syllaable, a closed hheavy CVC.
5. Stress P
Pattern in CN
N
5.1 CN Strress Algorithm
m
(1) Primarry stress falls on
o a final heavyy (CVCC or C
CVVC).
a. ʕa(ˈsˤi:)rr

‘juice’

b. ra(ˈhi:)bb

‘lovely’

c. da(ˈras)tt

‘I studied’’

d. (ˌmus)(tta.wa)(ˈja:)t

‘levels’

(2) Otherw
wise stress the rightmost heavvy syllable (upp to the antepennultimate).
a. mu (ˈdarr)rɪs

‘teacher M
M’

b. mu(ˈdarr)(rɪ.sa)h

‘teacher F
F’

c. (ˌdar)ra((ˈsat)ni

‘he taughtt me’

d. jɪ.(ʕal)(ˈlɪm)hum

‘he is tellinng them’

e. (mak)(ˈttab)ti

‘my library’

f. dʒa (ˈmii:)lah

‘beautifull. F'

g. (mus)(ˈttan).gaʕ

‘swamp’

h. (mɪr)(ˈtaab) tˤah

‘busy’

i. (ˈmus)(taa.wa)

‘level’

j. (ˈmaħ)(kka.ma)h

‘court’
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(3) If there is only one heavy syllable (LH), then it must receive stress no matter where it appears:
a. xa(ˈtam)

‘he finished’

b. ga(ˈlam)

‘pen’

c. sˤa(ˈdir)

‘chest’

(4) Otherwise stress the leftmost light syllable.
a. (ˈbala)

‘problem’

b. k(ˈta.ba)ha

‘he wrote it’

c. (ˈsˤada)

‘echo’

5.2 Set of Constraints
There are certain constraints in use in CN. Relevant constraints are introduced first, followed by their correct
ranking in the dialect. Tableaux are used to better explain why some constraints are more important than others:
• Weight to Stress Principle (WSP): Heavy syllables must receive stress.
• Stress to Weight Principle (SWP): if a syllable is stressed, then it is heavy.
• Rightmost: Stress falls on the closest syllable to the right edge of a word.
• Depµ: Do not insert a mora.
• AllFtLEFT: All feet must align to the left edge of the word.
• Parse-σ: A syllable must be parsed in a higher prosodic structure.
• Trochee: The first part of a foot is stronger than the second.
• Extrametricality: Final consonants are licensed to the prosodic word.
• FtBINARITY: All feet must have two moras or two syllables.
• Culminativity: Every prosodic word must have at least one stress.
• Align(L,PrWd,L): A stressed light syllable must be PrWd-Initial.
• NoClash: No adjacent stresses.
Data show that the correct ranking of constraints in CN is:
Culminativity, FtBIN, Trochaee, NoClash, Depµ > SWP > Extrametricality > Rightmost > WSP > AllFtLEFT,
Parse-σ
Culminativity, where every word in Arabic must have stress including monosyllabic words, is an undominated
constraint in CN. It is even more important than extrameticality in final consonants. Aljarrah (2002) explains that
in Standard Arabic, syllables of monosyllabic words can have either two or three moras, but never one mora
(light syllable). A good example of this can be seen in words like /min/ ‘who?’, /umm/ ‘mother’ and /fii/ ‘in’
where words like *mi and *fi do not exist in Arabic. This is also true for CN in nouns like: /ʕam/ ‘uncle’ and
/sɪm/ ‘poison’, and some verbs like: /ktab/ ‘he wrote and /dras/ ‘he studied’. Aljarrah argues that this minimality
is due to having two highly ranked constraints in Arabic:
•

Lx=Pr

•

FOOTBINARITYμ

Every lexical word in Arabic must consist of a prosodic word
Feet must consist of two moras

Interestingly, Hayes (1995) explains that in some cases, Extrametricality is blocked if it will lead to render the
entire domain of stress rules. He elaborates that in pre-optimality literature, Lx = PR is formulated as a
restriction on Extrametricality. In other words, the need to have stress in a word is more important than to ignore
final consonants. Thus, Culminativity outranks Extrametricality in such cases. The two tableaux below show
how these two constrains suggested above help to get the desired output in monosyllabic and disyllabic words in
CN:
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(9) /ʕam/ ‘uncle’
ʕam (H)
 a. (ˈʕam)
b. (ˈʕa)m
c. ʕam

Culminativity

FtBinμ

Extrametricality
*

*!
*!

Although candidate (a) violates the Extrametricality constraint, it is still the winner in this tableau, meaning that
every word in Najdi must receive stress. FtBin is also important as stressed syllables can only contain two moras.
Syllables with one mora can never be stressed and this explains why candidate (b) loses in this tableau.
(10) /mɪta/

‘when’
mɪta (LL)
 a. (ˈmɪta)
b. (mɪ)ta
c. mɪ(ta)
d. (mɪ)(ta)
e. mɪta

Culminativity

FtBin
*!
*!
**!

*!

In (10), Culminativity is not violated when a word has at least one foot. Only candidate (e) violates this
constraint. Thus, the competition between all other candidates suggested the need for another constraint to
account for which is the FtBin in this case.
This also explains why stress falls on final CVC in words of (LH) syllables such as, /galam/ ‘pen’ where
Extrametricality is outranked by Culminativity as the following tableau shows:
(11) /galam/

‘pen’
ga.lam (LH)
 a. ga(ˈlam)
b. (ˈga)lam
c. ga.lam

Culminativity

FtBIN

Extrametricality
*

*!
*!

The final consonant in (a) had to get a mora because the syllable must receive stress in order to fulfill the
high-ranked constrained, Culminativity.
Just like many other Arabic dialects, feet in CN are moraic trochaic where they consist of two moras, the first of
which is stronger than the other (Hayes, 1995). Feet can be either two light syllables or a single heavy. In fact,
FtBIN is high-ranking in Najdi and must never be violated. It is even more important than Parse-σ where a
syllable must be parsed in a higher prosodic structure. To put it differently, the need to have two moras for each
foot is more important than the need to have each syllable parsed into a foot. Moreover, FtBin outranks
AllFtLEFT, where feet must align to the left edge of the word. Consider the following Tableau.
(12) /dʒa.mi:lah/

‘beautiful’ (singular feminine)
dʒa.mi:lah
 a. dʒa (ˈmi:)lah
b. (dʒa)(ˈmi:)lah
c. (dʒaˈmi:)(lah)

FtBin

AllFtLEFT
*

*!
**!

Parse-σ
**
*

Although candidate (a) violates both AllFtLEFT and Parse-σ, it is still the winner because it satisfies the
high-ranking constraint FtBin while candidates (b) and (c) are ruled out due to violating FtBin.
Only heavy syllables are stressed in CN, never (LL). In fact, Najdi is not the only dialect where only heavy
syllables receive stress. There are other languages that share this feature with CN such as, Wintu (Pitkin, 1984),
Ahtna (Kari, 1990), and Swedish and Danish (Bruce, 1999). To allow for this to happen, an important constraint
in Najdi must be satisfied, and that is SWP (if stressed, then heavy). Of equal importance is Depµ, which
prevents the insertion of moras that could result in causing rightmost (LL) syllables to be (HL), thus become
stressable. See the following example:
(13) /maħkamah/

‘court’
maħ.ka.mah
 a. (ˈmaħ)(kama)h
b. (maħ)(ˈkama)h

Depµ

SWP

Rightmost
*

*!

Considering that rightmost syllables in CN receive stress, one would expect that stress falls on (kama) in
example (a) above, (maħ)(kama)h; however, it falls on the first part, (ˈmaħ), instead. Some other constraints
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must dominate Rightmost to cause (kama) become unstressed. These two constraints are SWP and Depµ. If we
assumed that stress fell on (ˈkama), then according to SWP, it must be treated as a heavy (kaa). This is why
Depµ dominates SWP to prevent the insertion of moras that will cause light (ka) to be heavy (kaa), thus
stressable.
Another interesting feature in CN is that both primary and secondary stress are found. Primary stress falls on the
rightmost heavy syllable of the word while secondary falls on either first or second heavy syllable from the left
edge of the word, unless if this will create a stress clash with the rightmost one:
(14) /jɪ.ʕal.lɪm.hum/

‘he is telling them’

jɪ.ʕal.lɪm.hum
 a. jɪ.(ʕal)(ˈlɪm)hum
b. jɪ(ʕal)(ˈlɪm)(hum)
c. jɪ(ˈʕal)(lɪm)hum
d. jɪ(ˌʕal)(ˈlɪm)hum

NoClash

Extrametricality

RightMost

*!

*
*!

*!

WSP
**
**
**
*

Although candidate (a) violates WSP by having two heavy syllables that are not stressed, it is still the winner in
this competition. The need to satisfy other constraints is more important than to have every heavy syllable
stressed in CN. This means that Extrametricality, Rightmost, and NoClash are constraints that are more
important than WSP and any violation of them will cause a word to lose as shown in the above tableau.
Candidate (b) loses because it violates the Extrametricality constraint by counting the final segment /m/ as the
coda of the final syllable. Candidate (c) does not violate the Extrametricality constraint; however, stress does not
fall on the rightmost foot, which is an important constraint in CN. Candidate (d), on the other hand, is ruled out
because placing stress on all heavy syllables creates a stress clash, which is unacceptable in CN.
6. Conclusion
An overview of the syllabification system and the stress pattern of Central Najdi is the main focus of this paper.
Final consonants of CN are licensed to the prosodic word, which affects the syllabification process of the dialect
causing final heavy CVC to be light CV. Interestingly, not only margin consonants are left unsyllabified and
licensed to the prosodic word, but also medial consonant in -CCC- cluster. Stress, on another hand, is found to
fall on the final heavy syllable, otherwise on the rightmost heavy. If there are no heavy syllables, then stress falls
on the leftmost light syllable. To get the correct stress pattern in CN, the following hierarchy of constraints is
suggested: Culminativity, FtBIN, Trochaee, NoClash, Depµ > SWP > Extrametricality > Rightmost > WSP >
AllFtLEFT, Parse-σ.
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